Dynamic
Configuration Service
Save time and money when deploying new PCs
Directly control the customization of your new PCs in real-time— right before they ship.

New PCs—exactly the way you want them
Rolling out new PCs is a complicated, time-consuming
process for many organizations. Ideally, you’d like to
experience real-time configuration of your devices just
prior to shipment, ensuring they reflect the latest and
greatest requirements before they arrive on-site. Now
you can take control of the configuration process using
your system management tool of choice with HP Dynamic
Configuration Service.
Dynamic Configuration allows you to extend your imaging
environment into HP’s factories or staging centers through
a secure VPN connection—so you’ll be able to directly
control key configuration activities for your new PCs just
before shipment, including images, applications, domain
join, HDD encryption, BIOS settings, and end-user device
personalization.

Your new PCs will be completely configured
before leaving the factory, including:

Images

HDD encryption

Applications

BIOS settings

Domain join

Unit personalization
device

Start with a smarter configuration
Customer

SECURELY CONNECT AND CONTROL

SPEED UP THE DEPLOYMENT PROCESS

Oversee the entire configuration process
by extending your imaging environment into
HP’s factories or staging centers through a
secure connection.

After configuration, your new PCs will ship
directly to your location—just plug them in and
get to work.

•

Customer operating system
deployment server (i.e., SCCM)

•

•
Secure VPN connection
static IP address

•

Use the deployment tool of your choice
(e.g., Microsoft SCCM, Symantec Altiris,
Ivanti, MDT) to personally oversee
a zero-touch, automated configuration
process

Get employees up and running faster
with new PCs that are already
customized to their end users’ unique
needs when they arrive

•

Connect to a dedicated server inside
HP’s facilities so you can utilize
customized task sequences to
configure your devices while they’re still
at the factory

Free up your IT team by reducing the
time they spend planning, preparing, and
deploying PCs since they will be
configured and ready to go out of the box

STAY IN CONTROL

Rely on an HP Dynamic Configuration
Service technical expert who will guide
you through the process

UNIQUELY CONFIGURE EACH PC
Customize each PC to fit end-user needs
by using your own task sequences.
Customer virtual machine–
operating system deployment
server @ HP factory

PCs configured per task sequences–
customer controlled

•

Enjoy the most up-to-date images,
applications, and settings with
real-time dynamic configuration just
before shipment

•

HP’s command center will oversee
all aspects of the configuration process
and provide an optimized and
automated process

Supporting HP commercial products,
Dynamic Configuration Service is available
worldwide and is used by many large
enterprises across a variety of industries.
Dynamic Configuration Service makes it
possible for you to provide employees with
PCs that meet their individual needs without
wasting valuable time and resources on
a long, tedious deployment process. The
efficient, secure control you have over the
real-time configuration of your devices will
ensure that you get exactly what you need to
meet the demands of your business.

Learn more at:
hp.com/go/configuration

LEVERAGE HP’S GLOBAL REACH
With Dynamic Configuration capabilities
available in all regions, your global PC
deployments will be much simpler and
more efficient.

Sign up for updates:
hp.com/go/getupdated

Fully customized PCs shipped
to end customer
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